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As you continue reading the full version of promotional modeling 101, you will learn all the sales and marketing strategies to effectively sell a beverage.

You will learn various tips and secrets to find and apply to modeling jobs.

You will also learn how to stand out in a promotional modeling interview and make a hiring manager want to hire you.

Finding legit agencies online can be challenging and time consuming.

**Promotional Modeling Agency List**

Promotional Modeling 101 also contains over **170 Agencies** that hire beverage promotional models such as Red Bull Girls, Monster Energy Girls, Rockstar Energy Drink Girls, Miller Lite Girls, Coors Light Girls and Any Energy Drink, Beer or Liquor Models...

As an extra **Bonus** for ordering today, I am also including the following eBooks:

This book will introduce you to all the different types of modeling you can do. Plus it will teach you the valuable tips needed to land various types of modeling jobs. This book also has a large list of modeling agencies in the back.
This book will expose every modeling scam that con-artists are using. Learn the truth about modeling schools. You will also get tips on how to figure out a scam. You will learn all the ins and outs about getting modeling jobs.

This book is very important if you have never written a promotional modeling resume. You will learn what to include in your resume and how to properly format your resume. There are certain things you need to mention in your resume if you want it to stand out.
Promotional Modeling 101 - "How To Get Started Promoting Beverages"

and all the Bonus eBooks plus 170 agency contacts with links are available only through this **Special Offer**

**Only $9.95**

Within seconds of the approved payment, you will be directed to a secure page where you can instantly download the full version of Promotional Modeling 101 and other bonus e-books.

Ordering from Boost Sales and Marketing, LLC is completely safe and secure as we have partnered with the most trusted name in providing utmost security to the e-commerce industry: PayPal

If for any reason you do not get directed to that secure page, contact me immediately. You can contact me directly on my facebook page or through this site.

**Sincerely,**

**Paul Gage**

**CEO of Boost Sales and Marketing, LLC**